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List of countries where English is an official language ...
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_where_English_is_an...
Anglosphere. Anglo-America; Commonwealth of Nations. English in the Commonwealth
of Nations; British Overseas Territories; List of countries by English-speaking ...
Sovereign states · Non-sovereign entities

List of countries by English-speaking population ...
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_English-speaking_population
This is the year 2000 list of countries of the world sorted by the total English-speaking
population in that country. This includes both native speakers and second ...
Methodology · List in order of ...  · List in order of ...

English Speaking Countries - A List of English Speaking ...
geography.about.com › Statistics, Lists, & Trivia
This list of English speaking countries includes those countries where English is an
official language or is widely spoken: Antigua and Barbuda

English-speaking chowhounders in non-English-speaking ...
chowhound.chow.com › Chowhound › Site Talk
Feb 06, 2014 · The France board has quite a few English-speaking ex-pats in residence
and English-speaking visitors but there are also many native French folks.

English Speaking Countries - World Top Ten
www.mapsofworld.com › World Top Ten
The map of top 10 Countries with most English Speaking people in the world. Top
countries include the USA, UK, India, Philippines etc.

List of English Speaking Countries - myenglishpages.com
www.myenglishpages.com/.../reading-english-speaking-countries.php
This is a list of English speaking countries where English is considered to be the
official language or the de facto language

List of English Speaking Countries in the World - Yahoo ...
voices.yahoo.com/list-english-speaking-countries-world-76413.html
Sep 18, 2006 · Countries where the majority of the people speak English. Individual
details on each country included.

Travel to English-Speaking Countries Around the World ...
voices.yahoo.com/travel-english-speaking-countries-around-world...
Jun 18, 2007 · You might be surprised to find that there are countries on every continent
where English is a widely spoken language.

English Speaking Countries
wn.com/English_speaking_countries
In many countries English is the dominant language, but does not have official status,
Discovery of English speaking countries contest FoFL HUT 2009, Easy English ...

English Speaking Countries - Answers.com
www.answers.com › … › Languages and Cultures › English Language
Some people in Lithuania speak English, but it is not an English-speaking country, in
that English is not the primary language of the people.
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